
NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE OAKHAM AND BARLEYTHORPE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN STEERING GROUP 

held on 11th. July, 2019 at the Victoria Hall at 3.00 p.m.. 

Present: Christopher Clark (CC) (chair), Joy Clough (JC), Nick Taylor (NT), Janet Hughes 
(JH),  Christopher Marsland (CM) and Michael Hinman (MH) (minutes). 

Apologies: Paul Dowse (PD), David Salkeld (DS) and John Nowell (JN). 

In Attendance: Simone Landucci (SL) and John Bayes (JB). 

CM, JB and SL introduced themselves to JC, whose first meeting it was. 

Minutes of the meetings held on 17th. April and 25th. April, 2019 were agreed and signed. 

Regulation 14 Consultation Responses and General Discussion 
Over half of the non-statutory responses from individuals had supported Policy 1 
(Residential Development Management) and over 70% the rest, which was considered 
satisfactory. There had been 322 written responses to different points in the Plan from 110 
people. 

Statutory consultee responses had been received from, among others:- 
> Rutland County Council,  
> Anglia Water Authority,  
> Natural England,  
> Highways England,  
> Historic England and  
> Four developers. 

The developers' interest lay in having specific sites allocated, but the Steering Group was 
acting in concert with RCC's Local Plan review which had not yet done that, and it was not 
within the Group's remit to allocate sites, although it could object were the Local Plan to 
allocate sites for development to which people who had filled in the big survey and other 
Regulation 14 respondents objected.  

RCC was unlikely to be able to deliver the Local Plan in the foreseeable future because it 
was as yet uncertain whether or not, and to what degree, Saint George's Barracks and 
Woolfox would be developed. 

Comments Table Assessment 

Most non-statutory respondents had ideally wanted “no change.”   

Regarding Policies 2 (Delivering Good Design) and 3 (Housing Affordability and Local 
Connection), RCC wanted more evidence and asked that the group undertake a housing 
needs assessment which we had decided not to pursue on grounds of cost and time.  

MH would send SL a short paragraph on culture which could be adapted into the Plan 
because RCC had observed that it contained comparatively little about that. RCC wanted 
an expansion of “adequate” where it appeared regarding the environment. Open Plan 
could take much information from the Task & Finish Group's parking study, including for 
off-street parking (objective 8).  



Although the Group might not identify sites for development, it could prioritise them 
(objective 6). Objective 11 should include references to culture as well as to recreation and 
therefore could include a reference to public art. 

Detailed Policy Commentary 

Policy 1 (Residential Development Management) 

1.2 & 3. RCC wanted the Group's stipulations about developments being preferably of not 
more than twenty dwellings to be reduced to ten in line with NPPF conditions. 

1.2.2. RCC said that the Plan's proposal about densities should not apply to all sites of 
housing estates. 

1.3. The Group agreed with RCC's recommendation that the proportion of dwellings of 
different sizes be 15% 1-bedroom, 45% 2-bedroom, 35% 3-bedroom and 10% 4-bedroom, 
but SL would ask the county council how it would reduce that total from 105% to 100%. 
The developers Turley had similar comments to RCC's but also objected to the use of 
“individually or cumulatively” when their site was considered by itself. 

Highways England was concerned about how traffic from an enlarged Oakham would 
affect the A1, which the Group thought would be the case on all major local roads. 

Policy 2 (Delivering Good Design) 

RCC wanted more descriptions, e.g. about “eye on the street”, and “adequate” defined. 

2.4. The group decided to keep as it was this sub-clause's concern with a whole site rather 
than individual buildings. 

2.4.d. The group agreed that this should be rephrased to say that streets ought to be wide 
enough for emergency vehicles to be driven along them unimpeded where there was one 
vehicle parked on the street. 

Non-statutory consultees had recommended the inclusion of a sentence about having 
more recharging points for electric vehicles. 
AWA wanted sustainable drainage on house plots included. 

Policy 3 (Housing Affordability and Local Connection 

3.1. The Group agreed with RCC's suggestion that, in the case of bungalows, 30% of an 
estate should comprise affordable housing, 18% being rented and 12% in shared 
ownership. 

3.3.a-d. The Group agreed with RCC's suggestion that, if nobody from Oakham or 
Barleythorpe or connected therewith wished to have an affordable dwelling, it should be 
offered on the same terms to other people in or connected with Rutland before becoming 
open to all. 



Policy 4 (Town Centre and Visitor Economy) 

Open Plan had restructured this policy since it went out to consultation. 

4.1.2. RCC wanted this defined. 

4.3. The second sentence could be transferred to justification text to meet RCC's objection 
to its appearing as part of a policy. 

RCC wanted to encourage display of public art, using C.I.L money to promote cultural 
services. The Group agreed that this should appear in the policy rather than merely be an 
aspiration. 

4.8. Rutland Access Group asked the Steering Group to be aware that people with visual 
impairment were affected by street layouts and furniture that was not designed to take 
account of their disability as well as those suffered by people with mobility problems. 

Policy 5 (Employment and Business Development) 

Developers wanted sites protected for future exploitation when in fact there was a lack of 
interest if the price was too high. 

Policy 6 (Historic Heritage and Character) 

6.2. RCC said that it lacked the resources to do anything about the Group's list of non-
listed heritage features, so it would be put into the justification text. 

Policy 7 (Community Facilities) 

RCC said that it lacked the resources to maintain a record of such organisations, so that 
should be transferred to the justification text. 

7.6. This might be rephrased to “Allocations close to the planned limit of Barleythorpe that 
included mention of a primary school and other educational facilities will be supported.” 

7.7. The Group decided to keep this paragraph as it was, despite RCC's objection that 
thereby a developer might consult with Oakham Town Council or Barleythorpe Parish 
Council before doing so with the county council. 

Policy 8 (important Views) 

The Group agreed to include views of the parish church and Castle, Brooke Road fields 
from Brooke Road, and the town from Burley Hill and the A6003-B641 junction. 

Policy 9 (Local Green Spaces) 

The Castle grounds and Cutt’s Close, and Centenary Field should be included. 

9.4.a. The Group agreed to remove, at RCC's behest, the phrase about change of use 
that, when a proposal was made for developing a green space, alternative land should be 
proposed. 



Policy 10 (Green Infrastructure and Recreational Facilities) 

Centenary Field needed to be included. The Plan's maps should include and define the 
Castle grounds and Cutt’s Close, and Centenary Field. 

Policy 11 (Protection of the Natural Environment) 

11.4. The Group would continue to support what it had said about tree-preservation 
because residents had written that it was difficult to secure Tree Preservation Orders, 
though the sentence might go into the justification text instead of the policy. 

Additional Documents 

Rutland Access Group's dropped kerb survey was thought to be too detailed to be added 
to the Plan. 

Next Steps 
Open Plan would amend the Plan in response to the changes, and the Group would 
comment on that. The Plan would then have to be validated and Open Plan would explain 
how it should be brought into line with national and local plans.  

A consultation statement would have to be drawn up for the inspector; this would require 
more detail upon each consultation, explaining why it was organised and what happened 
at each event. JB agreed to provide an example of the consultation statement document to 
give an indication of the work now needed to be completed by the Steering Group.    

Website Options 
The Group agreed to recommend that Oakham Town Council continue to maintain the 
Neighbourhood Plan website hosted on Wix and domain name by making ongoing 
payments which averaged £98 per annum. 

Any Other Business 
NT reported that Kino was now considering the Fords department store in Church Street 
for conversion into a cinema, that the Group should bear in mind the imminent change of 
headmaster at Oakham School which might facilitate more contact, and that a Friends of 
Oakham Station Group had been set up.


